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RELEVANT ASPECTS TO PROMOTE TEACHER AWARENESS IN THE 

PEDAGOGICAL ORCHESTRATION OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES WHERE 

STUDENTS MOVE 

blind review   1

blind review  2

blind review  3

ABSTRACT 

The pedagogical monitoring of activities involving spatial movement of students          

represents a teaching challenge due to events taking place outside the visual reach of the teacher.                

We present a literature review in which observational aspects are relevant to promote teacher              

awareness in these activities, from a perspective of awareness within the field of CSCW -               

Computer Supported Cooperative Work. We also identified instruments and situations associated           

with those aspects of awareness. Results are presented via thematic analysis, clarifying the             

relevance of aspects related to Motivation/Engagement, Location/Path, Execution of the Activity,           

Interaction/Cooperation, and Results/Feedback. This clarification may contribute towards the         

development of learning orchestration protocols and information systems which support teachers           

in the collection and analysis of awareness-supporting data, contributing to teacher awareness of             

what occurs in these activities and allowing greater freedom and assertiveness in the pedagogical              

orchestration. 

 

1 blind for review 
2 blind for review 
3 blind for review 
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1  INTRODUCTION  

Learning activities involving students moving around derive from various conceptual,          

metaphorical, temporal, and technological perspectives (Nichele & Schlemmer, 2015) , having as           

characteristics, in addition to movement, the fact of not occuring in a fixed, predetermined              

location (O’Malley et al., 2005) . Such activities are important, from a pedagogical point of view,               

for the development of physical and cognitive aspects, but also for the development of              

cooperative and interpersonal skills (Hawxwell et al., 2019; MacQuarrie, 2018; Reiss, 2012) .            

However, with students moving around, outside the visual span of the teacher, it becomes              

challenging to monitor these activities (Munoz-Cristobal et al., 2015; Pishtari et al., 2019).  
There are several other pedagogical practices through which students are also not in static              

predetermined locations, yet not requiring students to be moving during the activity. Most             

activities labeled as mobile learning are of this genre: students are not in a predetermined               

location, they move around, but not necessarily during the activity itself (Crompton, 2013) . A              

student in mobile learning may simply be performing traditional pedagogical activities, as            

reading or writing, while sitting in undetermined places. Our focus is on pedagogical activities in               

which there is spatial movement of students throughout the learning process (O’Malley et al.,              

2005) . 
Thus, this research aims to identify, describe, and analyze which aspects are relevant for              

monitoring, to support teacher awareness in the pedagogical orchestration of learning activities            

where students move, it also aims to ascertain the situations when teachers become aware of               
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those aspects and which instruments are used for that purpose. This aim contributes to solving the                

challenge teachers face when orchestrating such pedagogical activities (Dillenbourg, 2013;          

Pishtari, G. et al., 2019; Wild, 2010) , promoting teacher awareness (Schmidt, 2002) of the course               

of the activities, through digital technologies (Munoz-Cristobal et al., 2015; Prieto, 2012; Rojas             

et al., 2012; Roschelle et al., 2013) to support the management of learning activities where               

students move.  

The ability to orchestrate learning activities where students move is crucial for their             

feasibility, because teachers need to know what students are doing in different spaces: where they               

are located, what activities have been completed, the time required for them, the difficulties, the               

activity status, and other critical information for pedagogical orchestration. This awareness of            

what is happening in the activity enables teachers to intervene. Teacher awareness of the progress               

of the learning activities is the main aspect to be improved in the relationship between awareness                

and learning (Munoz-Cristobal et al., 2015) and the monitoring of these activities is essential in               

the orchestration (Prieto, 2012; Prieto et al., 2011; Roschelle et al., 2013).  

When students move in learning activities, the orchestration difficulties increase, since           

visual contact between teachers and students is substantially reduced or even absent, depending             

on the geographical space and the distance between the actors involved in the activity. Digital               

technologies can help, but for that it is necessary to know which aspects to monitor, in order to                  

develop models and systems that efficiently contribute to teacher awareness for pedagogical            

orchestration. This is one of the research problems in the field of awareness in cooperative               

environments (Schmidt, 2002) which is particularly relevant for the field of education.  
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Therefore, we carried out a systematic literature review combining the concept of            

awareness in the context of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) with the field of              

education. This combination identified which aspects are relevant to promote teacher awareness            

of the ongoing process of learning activities where students move. Specifically, we proceeded to              

1) collect, analyse, and categorize these aspects, 2) identify the situations (real time, post-activity              

or a combination of them) when the teacher becomes aware of the aspects, and 3) identify the                 

instruments used by teachers for this. 

Section 2 presents the theoretical framework, section 3 describes the systematic           

methodology review, and section 4 presents the results. These results are analyzed and discussed              

in Section 5. Section 6 presents the conclusions of this paper and suggestions for future research. 

 

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

Awareness is the way in which cooperating actors, while acting individually, pay attention             

to the context, aligning and integrating their actions towards the joint work effort (Schmidt,              

2002) . By keeping themselves aware of the actions of others, the actors adjust their own activities                

(Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002) without interrupting their line of action in an apparently effortless              

way (Dourish & Bly, 1992) . Besides this adaptation, when coordinating cooperative activities,            

and the adoption of technology by individuals or groups in a specific situation, awareness is one                

of the central dimensions of the CSCW theoretical framework (Bannon, 1993) . The strict             

understanding of awareness as practices through which cooperative activities are aligned and            

integrated in a seamless blended way, is specific to CSCW. This field studies systems,              

technologies, and prototypes (and their design) which aim is to expand the cooperation between              
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the actors in their distributed environments, and recognizes the critical importance of awareness             

in the development of support systems for cooperation (Schmidt, et al., 2011).  

Under this perspective, awareness is not a distinct mental state that exists independently             

of the action, but rather related to a person's notion of something, the attention they pay to the                  

context of joint effort: an integrated state of practice, which should be inquired as such (Schmidt,                

2002) . Awareness as "[...] understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for               

their own activity" (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992, p. 107) considers that individuals working together              

need to gain some level of knowledge about the sharing and progress of joint activities. The                

fluidity and naturalness of cooperation based on awareness of the progress of work between              

actors is something tacit, which enables monitoring the work of others without requiring them to               

provide deliberate feedback (Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002). 
Awareness is not the product of passively acquired information, but a highly active and              

qualified practice: competent professionals are able to align and integrate their activities because             

they are aware of the scenario (Heath et al., 2002; Robertson, 2002) . It is not paradoxical to be                  

involved in a line of action and, at the same time, make sense of and pay attention to what goes                    

on beyond it. To do something and to be aware of other relevant events are not two separate lines                   

of action, but specific ways of pursuing the same objective (Schmidt, 2002). When an actor               

perceives a colleague doing something in a shared environment, it monitors the work of that other                

person and exhibits aspects of its own work by non-intrusive interaction that is appropriate to the                

situation, the so-called “appropriate intrusion”. This way, actors are not ignorant or uninterested             

expectators, but rather actively engaged in the activities and objectives to be achieved. 
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Awareness studies represent a challenge in the field of design and orchestration of             

learning activities, which can take advantage of computer systems which enable extrapolating            

direct observations towards new possibilities for monitoring emerging and sustaining of           

awareness, stimulating engagement (Gaver, 2002) , feedback (Mark, 2002) , and social interaction           

(Heath et al., 2002) . Regarding the attention actors pay to the social context where both action                

and interaction occur, informal meetings are useful for bonding, forming alliances, and sharing,             

generating interactions and shared culture, which are important for politics and management, and             

fundamental for education (Dourish & Bly, 1992) , where interaction, socialization and           

cooperation thriving learning. 

The realization which it is not a miracle that actors understand each other's actions turns               

awareness a researchable problem (Schmidt, 2002). To apply it to activities where students move,              

it is necessary to determine which aspects of these activities are relevant to the teacher's               

awareness, enabling them to understand and support cooperative work with students: monitoring            

for pedagogic orchestration; processes for productive coordination of interventions within          

learning activities at different levels (individual, group, class), contexts (classroom, home,           

laboratory, field trips, etc.) and types of media (with or without digital technologies, images,              

videos, etc.) (Dillenbourg et al., 2009).  

Under this perspective, monitoring constitutes a central aspect in the management of            

activities where students move (Lima et al., 2020) . This can be enhanced through digital              

technological devices to support data collection and processing (Dillenbourg, 2013; Schmidt,           

2002) , and thus assisting the teacher in pedagogical orchestration. Through it, teachers and other              
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actors design, manage, adapt, and evaluate learning activities, aiming to maximize learning            

within contextual constraints (Prieto, 2012).  

Orchestration helps teachers create, execute, monitor, and manage learning situations in           

educational environments (Prieto et al., 2011; Roschelle et al., 2013) . In activities where students              

move throughout large spaces, it is not uncommon for teachers to lose awareness of where               

students are and what they are doing. In addition to monitoring, it is important to keep students                 

motivated and engaged. Motivation appears as an indication of willingness to participate in the              

proposed tasks, and engagement as a relationship between this willingness and active            

participation in the proposed activities, stimulated by extrinsic (rewards) or intrinsic (excitement,            

fun) aspects (Chou, 2015). Engagement involves aspects such as behavioral: (interest,           

involvement, concentration, attention, and participation in the activity), cognitive (motivation,          

immersion, mental effort, and concentration aiming at appropriating information), and emotional           

(enthusiasm, fun, satisfaction, and belonging). Engagement is an essential component for the            

success of educational processes (Fredriks et al., 2004). 

Once students are motivated and engaged, teachers need to provide support and feedback             

during the activities. Regarding group behavior, feedback is essential for accommodating           

processes and encouraging learning and cooperation. Notifications are effective reminders of           

group plans during the activities, reinforcing positive actions and occasional help when in doubt              

(Mark, 2002) . Formative feedback contributes in pedagogical orchestration, guiding students          

towards appropriation and learning, focusing on promoting student's knowledge and learning           

(Shute, 2007). 
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These monitoring needs in learning activities where students move require teachers to pay             

attention to diverse aspects of learning and contexts. Since many actions occur during such              

activities, teachers must realize which aspects are relevant for awareness, and which are not. The               

purpose of this research was to determine which are these aspects. 

 

3 METHOD 

We conducted a systematic literature review (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007) aiming to            

determine which aspects are relevant for teacher awareness in learning activities where students             

move, and hence prioritized for monitoring. We used Google Scholar with the search terms              

“outdoor activities management”, “outdoor learning management”, “mobile learning        

management”, and “mobile activities management”, validating the results with the inclusion and            

exclusion criteria in Table 1. The choice of Google Scholar, to the detriment of other aggregators                

of scientific production, was meant to obtain a wider range of results, by covering a greater                

diversity of sources. However, it also required the EC4 exclusion criterion (exclusion of non-peer              

reviewed articles), for the sake of data quality. 

 

Table 1  

Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

[available in the requested attached file ]  
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After applying the search and inclusion/exclusion protocol, the resulting corpus of articles            

was submitted to a compliance check, verifying incorrect data source, referencing data, and             

merging duplicated articles. All papers were then read in their entirety, extracting: 

a) the aspects observed in learning activities where students move; 

b) the instruments used for monitoring those aspects; 

c) the occasions in which the teacher became aware of those aspects (T1: real-time, 

T2: post-activity, and T3: some combination of T1 and T2). 

 

4 RESULTS 

The result of applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria of Table 1 is presented below               

(Table 2), with the number of papers resulting from each stage, followed by the resulting size of                 

the paper corpus. The final corpus is presented in Table 3 by decreasing order of year of                 

publication. 

 

Table 2  

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria application 

[available in the requested attached file ]  

 

Table 3  

Corpus of selected papers of the systematic review of the literature  

[available in the requested attached file ]  
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After a complete reading of the 32 papers, a total of 121 aspects were extracted. These are                 

aspects in support of teacher awareness of learning activities where students move. They were              

grouped by similarity to eliminate overlaps, resulting in a total of 49 aspects (Table 4): 

 

Table 4 

Aspects to observe in mobile activities and its absolute frequency 

[available in the requested attached file ]  

The resulting aspects were also classified according to the situations to which the teacher              

became aware of (Graphic 1). Those were: 

T1: real-time (awareness occurred during the activity) 

T2: post-activity (awareness occured after the activity ended) 

T3: mixed (awareness occured in some combination of T1 and T2). 

 

 

Graphic 1 

 Teacher awareness occasions for the resulting aspects 

[available in the requested attached file ]  

 

The instruments used to monitor the aspects were also grouped by similarity, to eliminate              

overlap, into eight categories, shown in Table 5 and Graphic 2. 

 

Table  5 
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Instruments used to monitor the teacher awareness regarding mobile activities  

[available in the requested attached file ]  

 

Graphic 2 

Instruments used to monitor awareness aspects in learning activities where students move  

[available in the requested attached file ]  

 

5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION  

The literature review resulted in 49 relevant aspects to be monitored to support the              

awareness of the teacher during the pedagogical orchestration of activities in movement (Table             

6). Seeking to structure the analysis of these aspects and present a guideline of aspects to be                 

observed in mobile learning activities, they were grouped by thematic analysis into five themes of               

aspects to be monitored (table 6): 

Table 6 

Thematic grouping of aspects  

[available in the requested attached file ]  

 

To identify the prevalence of aspects by theme (graphic 3), two major groups are              

observed: higher prevalence of the themes Execution (T3) and Location and Path (T2),             

representing together more than half of the aspects (52%), and lower prevalence of the themes               
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Motivation and Engagement (T1), Interaction and Cooperation (T4) and Feedback and Results            

(T5), representing together 48% of the issues raised. 

 

Graphic 3  

Prevalence of thematic aspects to be observed in mobile activities 

[available in the requested attached file ]  

 

The T2 and T3 themes represent the main concern in the pedagogical orchestration             

(Prieto, 2012; Prieto et al., 2011; Roschelle et al., 2013) of mobile learning activities,              

highlighting being crucial that the teacher be aware of activity execution by the students and their                

location and path. To know where students are during the activity (T2), their trajectory and digital                

footprints left by them in their browsing promotes teacher awareness (Schmidt, 2002), meaning             

more freedom and assertiveness in the teacher pedagogical orchestration. In the activity execution             

(T3) it is necessary to be aware if activities were or not executed, the duration of execution, the                  

status of task execution and the activity (as a whole), which information students had access to or                 

collected executing the activity, which technologies were appropriated, which difficulties were           

found and needs of assistance. 

The themes T1, T4 and T5, with less prevalence, represent aspects less present in the               

literature review presented here, which may mean less relevant aspects, or else, areas that demand               

more research effort. In theme T1, motivation (Chou, 2015) expresses the student's willingness to              

carry out the activity, while engagement (Fredriks et al., 2004; Gaver, 2002; Piaget, 1979; Rand               

et al., 2009) promotes involvement and active agency in carrying out activities. The awareness of               
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the teacher is promoted by aspects of interest, motivation, participation, concentration, fun,            

immersion, engagement and students' perspectives or preferences. 

In the T4 theme, the interactive-cooperative aspects are present in the area of the CSCW               

(Dillenbourg, 2013; Gaver, 2002; Heath et al., 2002; Schmidt, 2002) as well as educational area,               

with the interaction (Rand et al., 2009; Warneken & Tomasello, 2007) and the cooperation              

(Rand et al., 2009; Rand & Nowak, 2013; Warneken & Tomasello, 2007) . The awareness of the                

teacher in these aspects is important because interaction and cooperation are closely related to the               

way the actors interact and cooperate to achieve the proposed objectives which in education              

correspond to learning.  

Teachers awareness allows these interactive-cooperative processes to be carried out in a            

tacit and discreet way, without affecting the fluidity and naturalness of the activity's execution              

(Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002; Schmidt, 2002) . The teacher being aware of these aspects is              

important because it makes it possible to identify the intervention-mediation point in the             

pedagogical orchestration of the activity, and this awareness is promoted by observing aspects of              

teamwork, interaction, cooperation, information sharing, communication and connection. 

The T5 theme presents feedback and results as a set of closely related aspects. Feedback               

appears as an important reinforcement of cooperative actions (Mark, 2002) , either by            

emphasizing positive results in students, or punctually assisting in doubts. It should not be taken               

in the prescriptive sense, but as a follow-up of the student in promoting learning (Shute, 2007) ).                

In addition to the results themselves, aspects such as assessment, effectiveness, and quality of              

learning, and a sense of victory and accomplishment help promote the teacher's awareness in              

terms of results. 
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In relation to the temporal moment in which teachers become aware of these aspects              

(graphic 3), the data shows that more than half (56,3%) of the aspects were observed in real-time                 

(T1), and it indicates that digital systems and technologies may help real-time mobile learning              

monitoring: this option covers the pedagogical concern in monitoring the mobile activity as a              

whole, and not only the result. Aspects related to appreciation of activities by students can be                

analyzed in the post-activity (T2), but the ideal is to be collected, processed, and informed to the                 

teacher in real-time, since students may need feedback and teachers may not be aware of it, the                 

learning opportunity could be compromised. The third possibility is the mixed temporal moment             

(T3), in which aspects are monitored in real-time and confirmed in post-activity. 

Regarding the instruments used for the monitoring of relevant aspects for the teacher             

awareness in mobile learning (Table 4), it is possible to detect that data coming from digital                

systems are the majority (54%), a result which is closely related to temporality observations T1,               

or real-time (56%). The instruments used to observe aspects are specific systems, web dashboards              

or sheets, 3D avatars, and geolocation. Secondly, manual observation and mapping emerge, with             

prevalence of 15%. Observation is an important element of monitoring, but it becomes less              

efficient in mobile activities in wide open spaces, and performed by many students, individually              

or in teams. Likely, manual mapping, which works in small groups and spaces, is not an option in                  

wide spaces. Currently, with a lot of digital technological resources, which allow to automatize              

the mapping in real time, it would be expected the appropriation of them would promote the                

awareness of teachers regarding mobile activities. 

The instruments: digital systems/web dasboard/web tools/avatar3D/geolocation (I1       

inTable 4) appear as data collection instruments pre and post-activity, and, therefore, not very              
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efficient to observe the activity process itself, as they will interrupt the students learning action               

sequence. Aside from this kind of instruments, as well videos, texts, and images produce results               

which only come for the teacher after the fact occurrence and in raw format, demanding time for                 

the analysis. We agree that when this data is received in a consolidated form, the time for the                  

analysis is reduced (Pishtari et al., 2019) contributing to teachers to offer information and              

assistance for the students at the appropriate moment.  

 

6 CONCLUSÕES 

The orchestration of mobile learning activities represents a challenge for teachers and the              

research question sought to identify which aspects are to be observed to promote the awareness of                

the teacher in this type of activity. The issue emerges both from the observation of monitoring as                 

a central problem in monitoring these activities (Prieto, 2012; Prieto et al., 2011; Roschelle et al.,                

2013, Lima et al., 2020) as well as more specific problems in monitoring these aspects to inform                 

stakeholders of the educational process, notably teachers (Pishtari et al., 2019). The identification             

of these aspects advances knowledge and discussion in the field by enabling greater assertiveness              

and direction in the monitoring of activities and in their orchestration, whether using analog              

solutions, conventional digital technology or emerging digital technologies. 

The awareness of the teacher regarding what is happening at the time of the activity may                

provide them with the possibility to provide help or feedback promptly, promoting learning and              

avoiding demotivation or drop outs, turning the students monitoring on the mobile learning             

activities essencial. After extracting and classifying the aspects into themes, as well as the              
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temporality in which teacher awareness occurred and the instruments used in this observation,             

resulted in 5 themes and respective aspects to be observed in the learning activities in movement: 

● T1 - Motivation and engagement: motivation, interest, participation, concentration,         

immersion, fun, engagement, perspectives, preferences, students behavior; 

● T2 - Location and path: location, path, footprint, exploration, navigation, hotspot,           

triggering information 

● T3 - Activity execution: activity execution, execution time, task status, progress status,            

data/information collection, content access, lab experiences, help, difficult,        

technological appropriation, usability, artifacts use, app use, scientific exploration) 

● T4 - Interaction and Cooperation: interaction, cooperation, team report, sharing          

information, communication, connection; 

● T5: Results and Feedback: results score, assignment, assessment, peer assessment,          

learning effectiveness, learning quality, learning satisfaction, knowledge construction,        

perception, post-test information, feedback, victorious feeling, achievement).  

 

We emphasize that the aspects that compose the themes are not definitive and may receive               

aspects not mentioned here, but they may emerge from future experiences of mobile learning              

activities. As long as the description of each theme is respected, new aspects may be framed in                 

the presented themes, or, eventually, constitute new themes with aspects not addressed,            

increasing knowledge in the area. We emphasize that, as a result of this research and the literature                 

review, these were the themes that emerged. 
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Concerning temporality, about half of the aspects promote awareness in real-time, such as             

on-site observation or supported by specific systems, mobile devices, dashboards, web tools, and             

virtual worlds. Observation and manual mapping persist, but represent greater workload and have             

limited effectiveness in monitoring moving activities. Aspects that promote post-activity teaching           

awareness are useful in the evaluation of the process by students and future improvements but               

less beneficial in real-time pedagogical awareness and orchestration, which would enable the            

pedagogical orchestration during the activity itself. 

It is noteworthy that the analysis of these aspects in a practical mobile learning experience               

is already an ongoing study by the authors. Future research may focus on the design and                

execution of field activities to deepen the observation of the themes/aspects mentioned here and              

others. In terms of automation of this monitoring, technological solutions may focus on covering              

all aspects mentioned through a single system with a lot of resources, but subject to usability,                

integration, and scalability issues, or in simpler and more focused systems, though would cover              

fewer aspects. Later and/or complementary advances are configured in the exploration of            

solutions with simpler technology or emerging digital technologies, among them Internet of            

Things (IoT). IoT technologies, due to their characteristics of size, connection, and distributed             

processing in the cloud may cooperate with useful data for the promotion of teacher awareness in                

the orchestration of mobile learning activities. 
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Figures

Figure 1

Teacher awareness occasions for the resulting aspects



Figure 2

Instruments used to monitor awareness aspects in learning activities where students move



Figure 3

Prevalence of thematic aspects to be observed in mobile activities
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